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Sunday 13 July ended up being unlucky for some. We set off for a trip to a 
museum and general route back towards Eben Emale. On arrival at the museum 
I was asked if I had brake lights and after making some checks it was clear I 
had no brake lights and likely a faulty switch. Here I decided that we had best 
forgo the visit to the museum and said goodbyes before heading for Belgium, 
after few hours and having just crossed the border into Kerkrade in Limburg, 
I heard  a rattle from the engine. Having pulled over at the side of the road 
with the rain falling and having inspected the engine it was clear the water 
pump had come loose again. Back on call for breakdown it was agreed that 
repatriation was needed. The sting in the tail was being Sunday nothing could 
be done that afternoon and that the YT would go into 15 days storage and my 
passenger and I would be repatriated home next day. After much negotiation 
and contemplation it was agreed I could self-repatriate with the help of my 
uncle and a self drive recovery truck. Having got back to my B&B in Eben Emael 
and pushed the car into the garage where hospitable owners agreed I could 
leave it until I had truck to tow it away. Now it was time to watch the World 
Cup final and relax.
Homeward bound: Monday 14 July many phone calls later and a hire car from 
Maastricht After 2 hour delay we were back on track with the hire car loaded 
onto the recovery truck and long drive back Eben Emale to collect the YT. 
Arriving at 02:30 hrs on Wednesday morning and trying to keep quiet we off 
loaded the hire car and if luck wasn’t already against me, I felt prick in my rear 
and a snag on the car seat cloth! Inspecting my back pocket I found I had alien 
object I can only describe as a cocktail stick which was the first time I had seen 

this and I can only surmise was left on the driver 
seat of the hire car. Anyway working in the 
dark and torch light, we eventually loaded the 
YT onto the trailer for the long drive back to 
Calais. The rest of the trip went fine until arrival 
back home at 14:15 hrs when I was swapping 
the YB out of the garage and the throttle cable 
snapped. Luck against me and tired, I pushed the 
YB and moved the YT to the back of the garage 
and shut the door before any further bad luck 
could strike.
On reflection I certainly got my adventure, not 
quiet as planned, but still love my Y’s and looking 
forward to my next adventure once I’ve had 
new re-core radiator and water pump fitted.
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A distant cousin of mine, Dave Valentine, sent 
me this picture of the YB he owned in the 
early 1960’s.  His antics with it may sound 
familiar to those of a certain age who maybe 
enjoyed motoring in a less restricted era.
This was my first car bought C1962 at the 
exorbitant price of £90 which at the time 
represented about 13 weeks wages.  My 
agricultural apprenticeship started September 1961 @ £4.10s.6d a week and my 
board & lodgings in a local pub cost me £1.10s per week.  I cycled 30+ miles 
on a Wednesday evening to my parents in Bedford to go on day release on a 
Thursday and then cycled 30 miles back after college to my digs, ready to start 
work @ 6.30 am or earlier if I was milking on the Friday.  Them was the days! 
I can’t remember what became of the MG in the end; I would guess I scrapped 
it but it was a valuable workhorse.  I ran it up a tree in Bedford one winter’s 
night in thick fog. A real pea-souper like we had in those days of smog and 
before smokeless fuels.  I passed one set of keep left sign on my left hand side 
and pulled over to the correct side of the road.  A few minutes later I met a set 
of headlights directly ahead and thinking I had strayed to the right again pulled 
left.  This time I was on the correct side and the headlights were the offender.  I 
missed them but found a large lime tree barring my way.  
The nearside wing suffered and as my father worked for the local borough 
council who at the time employed a blacksmith, said blacksmith was called into 
service to beat out the damaged wing. It remained in its neatly dimpled condition 
for ever.  When the rear springs lost condition – the same blacksmith made me 
a new set from scratch and added an extra thick leaf in the middle.  This lifted 
the car by a couple of inches at the rear and made it a much firmer ride.  It also 
enabled the safe carriage of half a ton of potatoes [pre metric] in 20 x 56lb bags 
stacked in the back seat and I think I remember on the lowered boot lid as well.  
Ah!  Memories – in those days cars came as disposable – when worn out they 
were followed by the next, in my case a couple of old Morris saloons, a Citroen 
light 15, an old Standard Flying 9 convertible, then progressed to a Borgward 
Isobella before taking on 3 different Healy 100/4s all with recognisable numbers 
STO 750, HHV 500, & TNX 350.  Why do numbers like that stick with you??”
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